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A Special Committee of the Board of Regents met on Monday, October 25, 1999, at 
4:00 p.m., in Suite 1509, 500 Chestnut Street, Abilene, Texas, for the purpose of 
reviewing information and considering approval of actions necessary to proceed with 
proposed renovations to Jones Stadium. · 

The following members of the committee were present: Regent John W. Jones, Chair, 
Regent Nancy E. Jones, and Regent Alan B. White. Regent E. R. "Dick" Brooks was 
absent. 

The following officers and staff were present: John T. Montford, Chancellor; James L. 
Crowson, Deputy Chancellor for Administration; Jim Brunjes; Chief Financial Officer; 
Pat Campbell, Vice Chancellor and General Counsel; Liz Lonngren, Interim Vice 
Chancellor for Facilities Planning and Construction; Gerald Myers, Direcfor of Athletics; 
and Bobby Gleason, Senior Associate Athletic Director and Business Manager. 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman John Jones at 4:00 p.ni. 

Chairman John Jones noted that this special committee was appointed by the Board of 
Regents at its meeting on October 1, 1999 to review the actions taken by the board at 
that meeting and called on Mr. Crowson to present the item for consideration by the 
committee. 

Mr. Crowson reviewed the actions taken by the Board of Regents at the October 1, 
1999 board meeting with respect to the proposed renovation of Jones Stadium and led 
the committee in discussion of the issues to be considered with respect to the 
renovation prior to a projected sale of bonds. The committee wa~ guided in its 
discussions by the materials included herewith as an appendix. ' 

Following discussion, at approximately 4:30 p.m., at the direction of Chairman John 
Jones, the committee recessed and convened in Executive Session as authorized by 
Chapter 551 of the Texas Government Code. 

At approximately 4:42 p.m., the committee reconvened in open ,session for the purpose 
of continuing its discussion with respect to issues surrounding the proposed renovation 
of Jones Stadium. 
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Following discussion, upon a motion made and seconded, the committee authorized the 
Office of the Chancellor (i) to seek approval from the Texas Higher Education 
Coordinating Board (the "THE CB") to construct Stage One of the Jones Stadium project 
at an estimated total project cost not to exceed $20 million,; (ii) to seek conceptual 
approval from the THECB of the scope of the Jones Stadi_um project at the level of $75 
million, it being understood that no portion of the project b'eyond Stage One may be 
begun without further and specific approval by the Board of Regents of the Texas Tech 
University System and the THECB; and (iii) upon approval of the Stage One project by 
the THECB, to proceed with the sale of bonds in an amount sufficient to fund the total 
project (plus the cost of issuance of bonds) not to exceed $21 million. 

Chairman John Jones adjourned the meeting at approximately 5:15 p.m. 

****** 

APPENDIX Agenda and related materials distributed for the special 
committee meeting 

****** 

I, James L. Crowson, the duly appointed and qualified Assistant Secretary of the board 
of Regents, hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a true and correct copy of the 
Minutes of the Special Ad Hoc Committee on the Proposed Jones Stadium Renovation 
meeting on October 25, 1999. 

J;mes L. Crowson 
t/ssistant Secretary 
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APPROVE ITEMS RELATED TO THE RENOVATION OF 
JONES STADIUM 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Office of the Chancellor recommends that it be authorized (i) to seek 
approval from the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (the "THECB") to 
construct Stage One of the Jones Stadium project at an estimated total project 
cost not to exceed $20 million; (ii) to seek conceptual approval from the THECB 
of the scope of the Jones Stadium project at the level of $75 million, it being 
understood that no portion of the project beyond Stage One may be begun 
without further and specific approval by the Board of Regents of the Texas Tech 
University System and the THE CB; and (iii) upon approval of the Stage One 
project by the THECB, to proceed with the sale of bonds in an amount sufficient 
to fund the total project (plus the cost of issuance of bonds) not to exceed $21 
million. 

BACKGROUND 

At its meeting on October 1, 1999, the Board of Regents appointed a Special 
Committee comprised of E.R. "Dick" Brooks, John W. Jones (Chair), Nancy E. 
Jones, and Alan B. White to review the actions described in the agenda items 
attached hereto as Exhibits A and B. Exhibit C is a communication to the 
committee described as a "VJOrking paper" for the discussion of the financing of 
the Jones Stadium project. Exhibit D is a summary of discussion points related 
to the funding of the project. · 
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TTU: Approve renovation of Jones Stadium. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Office of the Chancellor recommends that it be authorized to (i) expand the 
scope of the previously approved renovation of Jones Stadium from ·' 
$49,500,000.00 to a total project budget of $75,000,000.00 and, because of the 
seasonal nature of the sport, to develop the project in two stages with the Stage 
One budget to be established at a maximum total project cost of $20,000,000.00 
for the planning, design, bid, and construction of Stage One; (ii) to submit docu
ments to the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board for approval and, upon 
receiving such approval, (iii) to select a construction manager-at-risk for the proj
ect through the competitive sealed proposal process and to award construction 
contracts for Stage One (conditioned on raising sufficient money from private 
sources to fund and/or pay the debt service through the Revenue Financing 
System on the finally determined total project cost [at $20,000,000.00 or less] of 
Stage One of the project) all as set out in Board Policy 03.01.e. 

The Office of the Chancellor also recommends that it be authorized to retain an 
Owner's Representative or Construction Manager-Agent for the project through 
the process of Request for Qualifications and Request for Proposals. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The Board of Regents previously considered the renovation of Jones Stadium on 
April 13, 1998 and February 12, 1999 . · 

Jones Stadium has not had any renovations to the original stadium since 1960. 
The existing press box is undersized and inefficient and the access to the press 
box and VIP facilities is difficult. The existing concourse with both restroom and 
concession components is inadequate and does n9t meet the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. Circulation from the entry gates to spectator seating is con
gested and difficult to transverse. The seating bowl is inefficient, with excess 
cross aisle space and inadequate ADA seating. 

In order to be competitive with other institutions in the country, the facility re
quires major renovation. The first stage of the renovations will start construction 
following the last home game of the 1999-football season with the goal of com.
pleting the first stage by the start of the 2000-football season. 

Stage One will consist of major concourse renovation components to include ex
panded men's and women's restroom facilities to meet code requirements, new 
concessions for both food and memorabilia sales. New.stairs will provide access 
to the upper bowl seating and accessible seating will be provided at all levels of 
the seating bowl. Also included in the first stage will be the correction of struc
tural issues on the southwest section of the seating bowl. 
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Stage Two will consist of three major components, the press box, the seating 
bowt, and the south end zone building to begin construction following lhe last 
home game of the 2000-football season. The existing press box will be replaced 
with a new expanded, three level press box that is designed with the Spanish 
Renaissance architectural detailing to tie the stadium with the rest of tt)e campus. 
The first level of the press box will include 2400 club seats and amenities, the 
second level will consist of 34 luxury suites, and the' third level will include areas 
for the press as well as home and visitor coaching staff. The seating bowt.will be 
expanded with 6,818 general seats and will pe enhanced with the Spanish Ren
aissance architectural detailing both inside the bowt and around the perimeter of 
the stadium. Included will be an arched arcade to tie the north ticket office with 
the seating bowl. The south end zone building will be expanded on the east end 
to provide additional administrative sp.ace for the athletic department. 

The renovations will enhance all spectator amenities as Jones Stadium moves 
toward becoming one of the top facilities in the country. 
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TTU and TTUHSC: Approve the amended and restated Sev
enth Supplemental Resolution to the Master Resolution. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Office of the Chancellor recommends that the Board of Regents approve the 
Seventh Supplemental Resolution to the Master Resolution, substantially in the 
form of the Attachment set out on pages CW-28 through CW-65, authorizing the 
issuance, sale, and delivery of up to $21,000,000.00 of Board of Regents of 
Texas Tech University Revenue Financing System Bonds, Seventh Series 
(1999) and approving and authorizing instruments and procedures relating 
thereto. 

It is also recommended that the Board of Regents: 

(i) select the firm of McCall, Parkhurst & Horton L.L.P. to serve as 
Bond Counsel; and 

(ii) designate its Finance Committee as the Pricing Committee and 
authorize the Pricing Committee: (a) to select an underwriting syn
dicate including the selection of the senior managing underwriter; 
and (b) to negotiate with the senior managing underwriter acting on 
their behalf and behalf of other investment banking. firms, approved 
by the Pricing Committee, to assure that the bonds are sold on the 
most advantageous terms to the Board. 

Further, it is recommended that the Board of Regents authorize the Pricing 
Committee to establish the aggregate principal amount of the Texas Tech Uni
versity Revenue Financing System Bonds, Seventh Series (1999), in an amount 
not to exceed $21,000,000.00, which amount shall be sufficient to provide for: 

(i) acquiring, purchasing, constructing, fmproving, renovating, enlarg
ing or equipping property buildings, structures, facilities, roads, or 
related infrastructure for Texas Tech University and Texas Tech 
University Health Sciences Center; and · 

(ii) paying the costs relating to the issuance of the bonds. 

'BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The bond proceeds will be used to fund Stage One of the renovation of Jones 
Stadium. 

Previous actions by the Board of Regents regarding the Revenue Financing 
System are listed below. 
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Item M35, October 21, 1993. The Board of Regents of Texas Tech .University 
approved the Master Resolution establishing the Revenue Financing System un
der the authority and responsibility of the Board of Regents of Texas Tech Uni
versity. 

Item M36, October 21 , 1993. The Board of Regents of Texas Tech University 
approved the First Supplemental Resolution to the ~aster Resolution authorizing 
the issuance, sale, and delivery of Board of Regen~s of Texas Tech University 
Revenue Financing System Refunding Bonds, First Series (1993) and approving 
and authorizing instruments and procedures related thereto in the aggregate 
principal amount of $46,420,000. 

Item M47, February 10, 1995. The Board of Regents of Texas Tech University 
approved the Second Supplemental Resolution to the Master Resolution author
izing the issuance, sale and delivery of Board of Regents of Texas Tech Univer
sity Revenue Financing System Bonds, Second Series (1995) and approving and 
authorizing instruments and procedures relating thereto in the aggregate princi
pal amount of $25,000,000. 

Item M12, November 8, 1996. The Board of Regents of Texas Tech University 
approved the Third Supplemental Resolution to the Master Resolution authoriz
ing the issuance, sale, and delivery of Board of Regents of Texas Tech Univer
sity Revenue Financing System Refunding and Improvement Bonds, Third Series 
(1996) and approving and authorizing instruments and procedures relating 
thereto in the aggregate principal amount of $71,285,000. 

Item M12, November 8, 1996. The Board of Regents of Texas Tech University 
approved the Fourth Supplemental Resolution to the Master Resolution author
izing the issuance, sale, and delivery of Board of Regents of Texas Tech Univer
sity Revenue Financing System Bonds, Fourth Series (Taxable 1996) and 
approving and authorizing instruments and procedures relating thereto in the ag
gregate principal amount of $7,380,000. 

Item CW18, November 7, 1997. The Board of Regents of Texas Tech University 
approved the Fifth Supplemental Resolution to the Master Resol_ution establish
ing the Revenue Financing System Commercial Paper program with an initial 
aggregate principal amount not to exceed $50 million but With a maximum ag
gregate limit of $100 million if authorized by the board at a later date, and further 
authorized the Office of the Chancellor to execute any and all instruments re- ~ 
ferred to in the Fifth Supplemental Resolution to the Master Resolution as are 
necessary to implement the Commercial Paper program. 

Item CW54, March 12, 1998. The Board of Regents of Texas Tech University 
approved the Sixth Supplemental Resolution to the Master Resolution authoriz
ing the issuance, sale and delivery of Board of Regents of Texas Tech University 
Revenue Financing System Refunding Bonds, Sixth Series (1998) and approving 
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and authorizing instruments and procedures thereto. The amount of the Sixth 
Series (1998) Refunding bonds may not exceed $60,000,000, which amount 
shall be sufficient to provide for (i) the refunding of the Second Series and the 
Third Series Bonds in a manner that will result in a target present value savings 
of at least two percent (2%) of the Refunded Bonds, and (ii) a minimum present 
value debt service savings of $400,000. The Sixth Supplemental Resatution to 
the Master Resolution designated a Pricing Committee, comprised of the Chair of 
the Board of Regents' Finance Committee, the Deputy Chancellor and th~ Vice 
Chancellor for Administration and Finance, to negotiate with Salomon Smith 
Barney, the senior managing underwriter, to assure that the Board of Regents of 
Texas Tech University Revenue Financing System Refunding Bonds Sixth Series 
(1998) are sold on the most advantageous terms. The authority granted to the 
Pricing Committee is to expire at 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, June 30, 1998. 

Item CW87, June 19, 1998. The Board of Regents of Texas Tech University ex
tended from 5:00 p.m., Wednesday, June 30, 1998 to 5:00 p·.m., Monday, August 
31, 1998 the authority granted by the Board of Regents of Texas Tech University 
to the Pricing Committee at its March 12, 1998 meeting to negotiate with the 
senior managing underwriter the most advantageous terms for the issuance, sale 
and delivery of Board of Regents of Texas Tech University Revenue Financing 
System Refunding Bonds, Sixth Series (1998). 

Item CW101 , August 14, 1998, The Board of Regents of Texas Tech University 
extended from 5:00 p.m., Monday, August 31 , 1998 to 5:00 p.m., Monday, No
vember 30, 1998 the authority granted by the Board of Regents of Texas Tech 
University to the Pricing Committee at its March 12, 1998 meeting to negotiate 
with the senior managing underwriter the most advantageous terms for the issu
ance, sale and delivery of Board of Regents of Texas Tech University Revenue 
Financing System Refunding Bonds, Sixth Series (1998). 

Item CW39, August 22, 1997. The Board of Regents of Texas Tech University 
approved the amendment to the Master Resolution ·establishing the Revenue Fi
nancing System under the authority of the Board of Regents of Texas Tech Uni
versity in a manner consistent with the changes made to the Texas Education 
Code by Senate Bill 1907 concerning the combining of the general use fee into 
tuition. 

Item CW15; November 13, 1998. Regent White called on Deputy Chancellor Jim 
Crowson who presented the item concerning the authorization for the increase of 
the initial $50 million aggregate principal amount of Revenue Financing System 
Commercial Paper program to $60 million, as authorized by the Fifth Supple
mental Resolution to the Master Resolution establishing the Revenue Financing 
System Commercial Paper program approved by the Bo~rd of Regents at the 
November 7, 1997 meeting. 
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Item CW4; February 11-12, 1999: The Board of Regents of Texas Tech Univer
sity approved an Amended and Restated Sixth Supplemental Resolution to the 
Master Bond Resolution authorizing the sale of up to $118 million in Revenue Fi
nancing System Refunding and Improvement Bonds. The amount of bonds 
priced on April 7, 1999 with settlement on May 4, 1999 was $115, 100,000.00. 
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To: The Members of the Board of Regents ad hoc Committee on Jones 
Stadium 

From: 

Subject: 

John W. Jones (Chair) 
E.R. ''Dick" Brooks 
Nancy E. Jones 
Alan B. White 

James L. Crowson 

Working Paper 

Attached is a working paper that we have developed for our meeting on October 
25th at 4:00 p.m., at Nancy Jones' offices at the Community Foundation of 
Abilene, 500 Chestnut Street, Abilene. We look forward to seeing you there. 

JLC/cp 

enclosure: working paper 

xc w/enclosure: 
John T. Montford 
Jim Brunjes 
Bobby Gleason 
Ed McGee 
Gerald Myers 
Liz Lonngren 

(806) 742-0012 
(806) 742-8050 (Fax) 

Jim.Crowsoo@ttu.edu 
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- Raise enough money ($24.4 million) from the private sector to complete Stage One ($18 

million) and begin construction on these much needeq updates before the end of calendar 

1999. 

- Utilizing the momentum gained through the ability to announce the commencement of 

Stage One, raise enough money from suite and special seat sales and additional gifts to 

complete Stage Two at the $52 million (Option A) to $57 million .(Option B) level with 

construction to begin in or before December of2000. 

- Approval for the construction of the Stage One Project (at a "conservative" level of $20 

million) is anticipated on October 28 from the Coordinating Board. Any construction 

project above that level would require additional approval from the Board of Regents and 

the Coordinating Board. 

• Stage One Project ($18 million) 

- Concourse renovation 

+ Expanded restroom facilities 
+ New concessions 

food 
memorabilia 

+ ADA compliance 
+ Structural issues 
+ Removal of existing ramps servicing the upper concourse. ' , 
+ Re-work existing grade level vomitories with new stairs to access the existing upP.er 

bowl seating. 
+ Infill existing concourse cross aisle with new general seating 

Proposed funding 

+ No new revenues created except - perhaps - potential increases in food and 

memorabilia sales 
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• Raise $24.4 million in private donations which would be devoted to pay the debt 

service on 10-year bonds that will provide $18 million in funds for the total project 

cost of Stage One. 

• At least $24.4 million in private donations must b~ raised or pledged before the Stage 

One project can begin. 

- Status 

• Subject (i) to this committee's approval, (ii) to the coordinating board's approval; and 

(iii) to the identification and firm pledge of $24.4 million in private donations, bonds 

can be sold and the Stage One Project can proceed at the $18 million level. 

Procurement processes are underway for a third party owner's representative and for 

a construction manager-at-risk. 

• Stage Two Project (Option A: $52 million; Option B: $57 million) 

- Option A 

• New Press Box 
Level One 

2400 Club Seats 
Level Two 

24 Luxury Suites (384 seats) 
Chancellor Suite (100 seats) 
Home and Visiting Athletics Director's Suites (32 seats) 
Head Coach's Suite (20 seats) 

Level Three 
10 Luxury Suites (160 seats) 
Press 

Photo Deck 

• Seating Bowl 
Southwest and Southeast Seating Bowl Addition (3,000 seats) 
Infill Seating on the East Bowl (400 seats) 
Infill existing cross aisle on West Bowl (1,100 seats) 
Northeast and Northwest seating (3,000 infill seats) 

+ South End Zone Building 
Basement Renovation 
First Floor renovation for athletic administration 
Second Floor renovation and east addition 
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+ Stage One plus Stage Two at the Option A level is estimated to cost $.52 million over 
the Stage One Project (a total of $70 million). 

Option B 

+ Option A plus 21 revenue-producing suites in the South End Zone ·' 

+ Stage One plus Stage Two at the Option B level is estimated to cost $57 million over 

the Stage One Project (a total of $75 million). 

Proposed Funding 

+ Option A. A conservative projection of revenues related to Stage Two-Option A is 
portrayed below. To fund this project at the $52 million level, will require 
incremental resources (above the $24.4 million required for Stage One and also above 
the revenue projected below) of $1.45 million per year from suite and special seat 
sales over 30 years or private donations over 10 years in the amount of approximately 
$26.3 million, or a combination thereof 

Funding Sources: 

Revenue Projections 
Jones Stadium 

Option A 

Stadium Lmmry Suites -
Weg. Side 30 suites x $27,500 $ 825,000 (Modified from CS&L report) 

Stadium Club Seals 2,400 seats x $750 l,800,000 (Modified from CS&L report) 

Stadium Personal Seat 
Licenses 3,000 x $100 avg. 300,000 (Modified from CS&L report) 

Subtotal S 2,925,000 

Surcharge on tick.as 5.5 games x 25,000x$2.50 343,750 

Reserve for Unsold Inventory 25% of Unsold Inventory 

Total Sources 

Revenue Sources after 1.15 Debt Service 
Coverage Ratio 

(817,188) 

$ 2,451@ 

"Gross" Project Funds Supported by Stadium Rel'enucs 

30Yr. Amort 

$32 700,000 
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+ Option B. A conservative projection of revenues related to Stage Two-Option B is 
portrayed below. To fund this project at the $57 million will require incremental 
resources (above the $24.4 million required for Stage One and also above the revenue 
projected below) of $1.45 million per year over 30 years from suite and special seat 
sales or private donations over 10 years in the amount of approximately .$26.3 
million, or a combination thereof 

Status 

Funding Sources: 

·, 

Revenue Projections 
Jones Stadium 

OptionB 

Stadium Lu:i..1uy Suites -
West Side 30 suites x $27,500 $ 825,000 (Modified from CS&L report) 

Stadium Club Seats 

Stadium Personal Seat 
Licenses 

2,400 seats x $750 1,800,000 (Modified from CS&L report) 

3,000 x $100 avg. 300,000 (Modified from CS&L report) 

Stadium Lu:i..11T)' Suites -
South End Zone 

16 Person Suites 18 suites x $20,000 360,000 

30 Person Suites 2 suites x $35,000 70,000 

48 Person Suite l suite x $65,000 65,000 

Subtotal $ 3,420,000 

Surcharge on ticlcd.s 5.5 games x 25,000x$2.50 343,750 

Reserve for Unsold Inventory 25% of Unsold Inventory 

Total Sources 

Re\•enue Sources after 1.15 Debt Service 
Coverage Ratio 

(940,938) 

s 2,454,620 

"Gross" Project Funds Supported by Stadium Revenues 

30 Yr. Amort. 

$37 600.000 

+ If the scope of the Stage Two Project is approved by this committee and the 

coordinating board, the administration would continue to seek private donations and 

would begin the "conditional" sale of suites, club seats, ~d PSLs. The success (or 

the conservatively projected success) of these efforts will determine the ultimate size 

of the project. 
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The attached summary of anticipated gifts yields a project budget of $23. 7 5 million. 

It should be noted that approximately $24.2 million in net gifts is required prior t~ 
starting Stage I of the project at $18 million. ' 

The Development Fee of 5% has been applied to the anticipated tax-exempt gifts. FYI: 
for the Arena, this fee was waived. 

All major gifts must be identified prior to ·starting Stage I as it is fully funded by gifts. 

All major gifts for the entire project must be identified by June 1, 2000, prior to making a 
project decision on Stage II. 

Revenues 

Attachment 2 is a summary of the Convention and Sports Leisure Study on Seating 
Concept and Price for the Jones Stadium Project. 

Suites 

Attachment 3 provides the Athletics Department concept for pricing Suites. The concept 
of 30 fee-based suites with an average price of $27 ,500 compares with the. CS&L Study 
recommendations of 28 suites at $30,000 or 45 suites at $25,000. · 

It is estimated that half the demand for the suites will come from corporate and the other 
half from existing season ticket holders. Even the corporate customers will reflect a 
substantial conversion from existing season ticket (option) holders. 

For Option B, the reserve for unsold inventory is set at 50%, as this capacity may exceeds 
the demand by either migrating suite holders from the West sideline or an inability to sell 
these suites. 

These suites need to be sold by June 1, 2000. For the Arena, the demand for suites 
equaled the supply, 24 total, and they were basically sold one year in advance. Demand , 
since the initial sales, i.e. waiting list, has been moderate. 
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Attachment 3 provides the Athletics Department Concept for pricing the Club Seats. The 
concept of 2,400 club seats with an average price of $757 exceeds the CS&L Study 
recommendations of 1, 161 seats at $1,000. The athletics concept sells 1,076 at an, · 
average price of $1,076 in the club and between the 45 yard-ijnes. The remaining seats in 
the club, 1,250, will be priced at an average price of $464. It is critical to the Athletic~ 
concept that these seats are good seats, i.e. between the 30-yard lines. These seat holders 
will primarily come from existing option season ticket holders who pay $100 per seat at 
present. 

In order to provide a reserve for these sales, 25% of the unsold inventory will be set aside 
as a reserve. 

A good indication of these sales will be obtained by June 1, 2000. The Arena, one year 
prior to opening had sold 2,132 seats; as of October 19, 1999, sales have peaked at 3,176. 
This represents an additional 49% over one year in advance sales. 

PS Ls 

The Athletics Department concept for PSLs is to price the PSLs at $300 per seat. This is 
an increase from $100 per seat and these seat holders will come from existing option 
season ticket holders. 

The existing option holders total approximately 6,000. With the migration: to high option 
seats and spoilage from the existing base, it is anticipated that 3,000 PSLs will be sold. 

From these sales totaling $900,000, $600,000 will be allocated to Athletics Operations. 
This is the current operations funding level. 

In order to provide a reserve for these sales, 25% of the unsold inventory will be set aside 
as a reserve. 

Surcharge 

All public, i.e. non-student, ticket prices will be increased by $2.50 per game as a 
surcharge for the renovation. 

Currently, the average base attendance for games is 40,000, consisting of 15,000 in the 
student sections. 

This will result in 25,000 tickets per game being assessed a $2.50 surcharge, or $343,750. 
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The Athletic Department concept reflects an increased attendance of 2,000, or 5%, due to 
the new amenities and improvements. For the Arena, we had estimated that it would 
result in an approximately 10% increase in attendance. ·' 

Football Operations 

In order to remain competitive, a portion, $500,000, of the increase in Football revenues 
has been allocated for Football Operations. 
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Revenue Projections 
Jones Stadium 

Option A 
Funding Sources: 

Stadium Luxury Suites - West Side 30 suites x $27,500 

Stadium Club Seats 
Behind Glass 750 seats x $1,250 
45-45 Yard Lines 400 seats x $750 
40-45 Yard Lines 400 seats x $600 
30-40 Yard Lines 850 seats x $400 

Less: Reserve for Unsold Inventory 25% Reserve 
Total Stadium Club Seats 

Stadium Personal Seat Licenses 
3,000 x $100 avg. 

Less: Reserve for Unsold Inventory 25% Reserve 
Total Personal Seat Licenses 

$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 

Increased Attendence 11 ,000 x annually x $30 $ 
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825,000 (Modified from CS&L ri:port) 

, 
937,500 
3GIO,OOO 
240,000 
340,000 

(454,375) 
1,363,125 

300,000 (Modified from CS&L report) 
(75,000) 
225,000 

330,000 

Surcharge on tickets 5.5 games x 25,000 x $2.50 _$-'-------"34_3-',_75'-"'0-

Total Sources 

less: Reserve for Football Operations 

Total Sources 

Revenues Sources after 1.15 Debt 
Service Coverage Ratio 

"Gross" Construction Funds Supported by Stadium Revenues 

10 Year Gifts of 

Yield Construction Funds of ($20mm Taxable Bonds} 
Yield Construction Funds of (Tax-Exempt Bonds} 
Yield Construction Funds ·Total 

Gift Projection 
Jones Stadium 

OptlonA 

OPTION A - RECAP 

Revenue Projection 

Gift Projection 

Total Construction Budget 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

3,086,875 

(500,000) 

2,586,875 

2,249,457 

31,875,000.00 

14,379,408.80 
9,370,171.48 

23,749,580.28 

34,468,466.46 

23, 7 49,580.28 

58,218,046.74 

30 Yr. Amort. 

s 34,468,466 
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Revenue Projections 
Jones Stadium 

Option B 
Funding Sources: 
Stadium Luxury Suites -West Side 30 suites x $27,500 
Stadium Luxury Suites - South End Zone 

16 Person Suites 18 suites x $20,000 
30 Person Suites 2 suites x $$35,000 
48 Person Suite 1 suite x $65,000 

Less: Reserve for Unsold Inventory 50% Reserve 
Total Stadium Luxury Suites 

Stadium Club Seats 
Behind Glass 750 seats x $1,250 
45-45 Yard Lines 400 seats x $750 · 
40-45 Yard Lines 400 seats x $600 
30-40 Yard Lines 850 seats x $400 

Less: Reserve for Unsold Inventory 25% Reserve 
Total Stadium Club Seats 

Stadium Personal Seat Licenses 
3,000 x $100 avg. 

Less: Reserve for Unsold Inventory 25% Reserve 
Total Personal Seat Licenses 

$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 

Increased Attendence 11,000 x annually x $30 $ 

... 
·: 
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825,000 (Modified from CS&L report) 

36p.ooo 
70,000 
65,000 

(247,500) 
1,072,500 

937,500 
300,000 
240,000 
340,000 

(454,375) 
1,363,125 

300,000 (Modified from CS&L report) 
(75,000) 

225,000 

330,000 

Surcharge on tickets 5.5 games x 25,000 x $2.50 ...;$~ __ _;:34..:.;3:.c,7:..:5:.::0_ 

Total Sources 

Leas: Reserve for Football Operations 

Total Sources 

Revenues Sources after 1.15 Debt 
Service Coverage Ratio 

"Gross" Construction Funds Supported by Stadium Revenues 

10 YHr Gifts of 

Yield Construction Funds of ($20mm Taxable Bonds) 
Yield Construction Funds of (Tax-Exempt Bonds) 
Yield Construction Funds · Total 

Gift Projection 
Jones Stadium 

OptlonB 

OPTION B • RECAP 

Revenue Projection 

Gift Projection 

Total Construction Budget 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 
$ 
s 

$ 

$ 

s 

3,33-4,375 

(500,000) 

2,83-4,375 

2,464,674 

31,875,000.00 

14,379,408.80 
9,370,171.48 

23, 7 49,580.28 

37,766,246.78 

23,749,580.28 

61,515,827 .06 

30 Yr. Amort. 

$ 37,766,247 



Jones Stadium Gifts 

Major Gift #1 
Reserve for Current Commitments 

Major Gift #2 

Major Gift #3 

Major Gift #4 

Major Gift #5 

Major Gift #6 - To Be Identified 

Less Development (5%) 

Total 

Taxable 

Tax-exempt 

10/21/1999 19:00 

1 

20,000,000 Taxable 
(2,500,000) 

5,000,000 Tax-exempt 

2,500,000 Tax-exempt 

·2,500,000 Tax-exempt 

2,500,000 Taxable 

2,500,000 Tax-exempt 

... 
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(625,000) On Tax-exempt only 

31,875,000 

20,000,000 

11,875,000 

-!Jrrfi c;lne-w i 1 
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October 30, 1998 

Mr. Bobby Gleason 

CONVENTIONS 
SPORTSC 

CSH I LEISURE I 

Associate Athletic Director for Business 
Texas Tech University 
P.O. Box 43031 
Lubbock, Texas 79409 

Dear Mr. Gleason: 

Special Committee 
Meeting Minutes 
October 25, 1999 
Appem!IX, page 21 

We have completed a final report on our evaluation of various premium seating alternatives 
related to the potential renovation of Jones Stadium. The report summarizes our research and 
analyses, and is intended to assist the University in the planning activities associated with this 
potential renovation. 

The information contained in this report is based on estimates, assumptions and other 
information developed from research of the market, knowledge of the collegiate and professional 
sports facility industry and other factors, including certain information that you have provided. 
All information provided to us by others was not audited or verified and was assumed to be 
correct. Because the procedures were limited,_ we express no opinion or assurances of any kind 
on the achievability of any projected information contained herein and this report should not be 
relied upon for that purpose. Furthermore, there will be differences between the projected and 
actual results. This is because events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected, and 
those differences may be material. We have no responsibility to update this report for events and 
circumstances occurring after the date of this report. 

We sincerely appreciate the opportunity to assist you with this project, and would be pleased to 
be of further assistance in the interpretation and application of our findings. 

Very truly yours, 

CSL International 

Conventions, Sports & Leisure /ntemational 
3140 Harbor Lane, Suite 223 • Minneapolis. MN 55447 • 'lllephone 612.553.9700 • Facsimile 612.553.9709 
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CSL International (CSL) was retained by Texas Tech University (University) to assis t in 
evaluating the viability of various premium seating opportunities that could potentially be 
incorporated in a renovated Jones Stadium. Additionally: CSL assisted the University in 
analyzing various funding alternatives for the potential renovation. 

The scope of the analyses completed by CSL included the following key tasks: 

)> Assembled and analyzed the demographics of each Big 12 market in addition to 
markets possessing recently-renovated collegiate stadiums and compared them to the 
demographics of the Lubbock area; 

» Assembled and analyzed information related to donor programs, priority and 
premium seating, and facility financing alternatives from a sample of other Big 12 
schools as well as recently-renovated university stadiums across the country; 

)> Analyzed data resulting from a telephone survey consisting of 125 corporations from 
the Lubbock area and 125 football season ticket holders; and 

)> Conducted five focus group sessions with various participants including Red Raider 
Club members, sponsors and advertisers of athletics, existing suite holders and PSL 
purchasers· in United Spirit Arena, and general football season ticket holders. 

The following report focuses on the methodology and results of the aforementioned research and 
analyses,_ and is presented to the University in order to assist in making informed decisions with 
regard to the potential renovation of Jones Stadium. The report is for the internal use of the 
University and should not be distributed to any other parties or used for any other purposes. 

Comparative Demographics 

The public assembly facility industry has undergone extensive changes over the past two 
decades. Today, the socioeconomic attributes of a local market are often a primary deteiminant 
of the financial success of its host facility. The ability of a university sports facility/ team to ~draw 
events and spectators and sell premium seating is measured in part by the demographic and 
socioeconomic profile of the area. Specifically, in assessing the relative strength of the Lubbock 
marketplace, it is valuable to evaluate the comparative demographics of the area with other 
comparable markets throughout the U.S. The demographics of each Big 12 University in 
addition to markets possessing recently-renovated collegiate stadiums were compared to the 

demographics of the Lubbock area. 

Executive Summary 
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The comparative analysis revealed that Lubbock ranks above the average Big 12 market 
reviewed with respect to the majority of socioeconomic variables analyzed. However, the areas 
where Lubbock ranked below the average related to the market's buying power an9·propensity to • 
spend. In terms of the number of corporations and branches\ the Lubbock market again ranked 
above the average comparable Big 12 market and below average for mar_kets with 
recently-renovated stadiums. · 

Analysis of Comparable Facilities and Programs 

The physical and operational characteristics of football stadiums at Big 12 Conference 
universities and other comparable universities with recently-built or r~novated stadiums were 
analyzed. Data utilized was accumulated from CSL's existing database, information e>btained 
from various publications, and interviews with university athletic department administrators. 
Importantly, this comparative analysis was prepared to assist in the evaluation of potential 
premiuin seating programs for a renovated Jones Stadium located at ITU through the review of 
related premium seating programs at similar facilities. 

This section addressed only premium seating defined for purposes of this _analysis as private 
suftes and club seats. Private suites and club seats are upscale seating areas incorporating a 
number of amenities not typically found with regular seating areas, such as waiter/waitress 
service or food and beverage service. 

Exhibit ES-I presents a summary of the premium seating prices per seat among Big 12 stadiums 
in addition to recently-renovated stadiums around the country . 

Executive Summary 
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Elhil:it ES-I 
Premium Sulin& Prices Ptr Seat at Bi& 12 Facilllies and 

Compenlile Dhislon I Footl»ll Staciums 

Prfrutr S11i1~.• 
I,;] iK'ii:lit<J A•')I. I 1h)(. l'rke 

l111Nusity SNiks A~. rrrmilnn ojS~uLt !'l!r.\'rul 

jD11 II t'onrerenct I ' 
Kansas Stale University 55 S28,SOO 14.3 S2,000 
University ofTelC:ls 52 5S,400 16.0 3,SOO 
Texas A&M 48 22,900 11.0 2,100 
Univenity of Nebraska 40 76,300 20.0 3,800 
University of Kansas 38 30,400 16.0 1,900 
Iowa State University 23 22;900 18.2 1,300 
Oklahoma State University 12 29,300 12.0 2,400 
Univenity of Oklahoma 9 37,300 18.7 2,000 

Eompualile Fac1hbcs I 
Ocmson University 96 $15,300 19.0 $800 
University of Alabama 81 27,200 17.8 l ,SOO 
Florida State Univcnily 70 21,000 19.8 l,100 
Penn State University 58 55,000 12.0 4,600 
Univenity of Florida 46 27,900 16.0 1,700 
Georgia Tech 43 31,300 18.4 l,700 
Univenity of Tennessee 42 28,200 12.0 2,400 
Univenity of Georgia 30 35,400 17.6 2,000 
Univenity ofMississippi 33 IS,600 12.7 1,200 
University of Arimna 22 23,200 12,0 1,900 
University of South Carolina 18 32,600 16.0 2,000 

~11 ll t'onlercncc Awra1c 33 JJ!J,liUU 133 J2,liUU 

1Comparalilc hc1hty Awrace n JI7;300 lli.3 Jl,700 

n/a: not applicable 

I"' 
.'k•nt.'f 

126 
1,262 
1,800 
1,250 
n/a 
400 
n/a 

1,400 

240 
300 
238 

4,800 
1,972 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

l,000 
441 

2,338 

1,0~0 

l,UO 
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Cl11hSr11I.< 

Wr;i:/lirJ A'??. 

/'rt1n i HIJ(1 

Sl,250 
l,SOO 
2,000 
l,SOO 
n/a 

l,2SO 
nla 
0 

S7SO 
2..SOO 

0 
l,3SO 
1,000 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 

1,000 
l,.SOO 
600 

Jl;JOO I 
Jl,100 I 

Soun:c: Blue Book of College Athletics, 1998, NCAA, CSL International Rescan:h, 1998 and interviews wilh fa cm1y management. 

As presented in the exhibit, the average price per seat in a private suite among Big 12 stadiums 
approximated $2,600, which is higher than the prices experienced in other comparable facilities, 
which approximated $1, 700. In addition, the price per club seat amohg Big 12 facilities is 
approximately $1,300, which was also above the price of other comparable facilities, which was 
Sl,l 00. ~ 

Executive Summary 
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In addition to premium seating, donor programs among Big 12 universities were analyzed. 
Donor programs at most of the colleges and universities interviewed are · relatively similar. 
"Umbrella" programs, which cover all varsity sports and not just one single sport, a.re the most 
common type of donor program used. These "umbrella" programs are used i~ two ways: 
restricted or unrestricted. A restricted program is one where tHe donor can specify which sport 
he/she wishes the contribution to go towards, while an unrestricted program is one where the 
donor cannot specify which sport he/she wishes the contribution to go towards. 

Upfront seat deposits and personal seat licenses (PSLs) have recently been highly publicized as a 
financial vehicle to fund the development and renovation of sports facilities, both at the 
professional and collegiate levels. These types of upfront payments can provide the facility 
developers with immediate capital which may be earmarked to partially or largely finance 
facility construction or renovation. A number of recently-built collegiate facilities have utilized 
some form of upfront payment or deposit to assist in facility funding. 

It is expected that a renovated Jones Stadium will be in competition with certain sports facilities 
located in the Lubbock area in terms of premium seating opportunities and personal seat licenses. 
For example, Texas Tech University recently sold PSLs and leased private suites to assist in the 
construction financing of United Spirit Arena. This could potentially make similar premium seat 
and PSL programs for a renovated Jones Stadium difficult to implement. · In addition, the 
University's baseball stadium also incorporates private suites and could present a small level of 
competition for the premium seat dollar in the Lubbock market. 

Results of Focus Group Sessions 

Five focus group sessions were held in Lubbock to obtain react~ons and comments with respect 
to potential seating concepts under consideration as part of the renovated Jones Stadium. The 

· focus groups were comprised of current Red Raider Club members, existin~ TIU corporate 
sponsors and advertisers, purchasers of suites and personal seat licenses in the United Spirit 
Arena, and football season ticket and seat option holders. -

A variety of comments and reactions were heard by participants. In addition to discussing the 
private suites, club seats, and PSLs, a number of other University and athletic issues were 
discussed by the participants. Based on general discussion among the focus group participants, 
both favorable and non-favorable comments were noted with respect to the seating concepts 
discussed. In general, the most favorably received concepts were club seats and personal seat 
licenses. 

Executive Summary 
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As part of evaluating the viability ~f renovating Jones Stadium, two telephone surveys consisting 
of a total of 250 completed telephone interviews with Lubbock area corporatio~Js and existing • 
TIU football season ticket holders were conducted to ascertain interest and opinions related to 

l 

various potential seating concepts. The primary purpose of ~the telephone surveys was to obtain 
quantitative infonnation from potential key prospects on the various seating concepts under 
consideration for the renovated stadium. 

The survey focused on Lubbock area corporations and TIU football season ticket holders to 
evaluate the level of interest for potential seating concepts in a renovated Jones Stadium as well 
as preferences and opinions related to thes'e concepts. The majority of respondents that 
expressed a negative response to leasing private suites stated that the sui_tes are "too expensive". 
Positive responses were much greater for club seats when compared to private suites. Further, 
respondents expressed a higher positive response when questioned about suite sharing as 
opposed to individual leasing. With respect to PSLs, neither general corporate or season ticket 
holder survey respondents expressed an increased interest in purchasing a PSL if it were to come 
with additional amenities beyond the existing program. However, the positive response 
percentage to this seating concept was strong. VIP parking received the highest ranking among 
a.i_nenity preferences, while waiter/waitress service ranked as least favora~Je. The telephone 
survey responses are more fully analyzed in Chapter VI of this report. 

Analysis of Price and Quantity 

. An analysis of the pricing and quantity of the various seating concepts under consideration for a 
renovated Jones Stadium located on the campus of Texas Tech University was performed. The 
telephone surveys of local Lubbock area corporations and. University football season ticket 
holders were the two primary vehicles in the preliminary assessment of the overall market 
demand and pricing for potential seating concepts. To complement the findings of the surveys, 
other research methods were utilized including the results of focus group sessions with existing 
University donors, sponsors, and corporations purchasing suites and personal seat licenses in 
United Spirit Arena as well as the analysis of comparable facilities. · 

The following table presents a summary of our findings developed as part of the analysis 
presented herein. 

Executive Summary 
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Number of 
Suites/Seats 

l'rhnte Suites 
34 

<.:lubSeats 
750 

Scat Licenses 
4,300 

·ao·rA 

nnua 
Price Per 

Suite/Seat 

$27,500 

Sl ,250 

$200 

nnua 
Revenue Excluding 

Ticket Costs ( /) 

$935,000 

I $937,5{)() 

$860,000 

$2.732.500 
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(I) Figures reflect gross premium seating costs and include assumed amenities such as parking 

passes, v.aitcr/w.iiteress service, and club memberships. No amenities arc ass1.mcd for scat licenses. 

Source: CSL International analysis. October 1998. 

As shown in the table, given the optimal quantity and recommendations for premium seating for 
the renovated stadium as presented herein, annual scheduled receipts are estimated at 
approximately $2. 7 million, excluding estimated ticket revenue. It is imp~rtant to note that the 
estimated figures related to annual scheduled receipts do not include ticket revenue resulting 
from the sale of other types of seats not tested as a part of this analysis such as season tickets, 
general admission tickets, and student admission tickets. · 

... 
Lease Terms and Amenities 

Our analysis also included suggestions regarding lease terms and amenities. Lease tenns 
generally range from one-year to ten-years on premium seating in recently co.ns_tructed university 
and professional sports facilities. Typically, a staggered leasing progr~ will offer incentives for 
agreeing to a longer tenn. These incentives could be in the form of reduced price incre¥es as 
opposed to a lower initial base price or offering some other form of inducement. 

Executive_ Summary 
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Even though suites and PSLs were sold at United Spirit Arena as 10-year comr.nitments, it is 
suggested that private suite and club seat leases in a renovated Jones Stadium be structured in 
terms of three to ten years. Some discount or incentive should be considered for signing longer 
leases, as these are typically the more difficult sales. This recommendation is based primarily on 
telephone surveys and focus group results . Interest in lease term commitments were spread 
among 3, 5, 7, and 10 years. Focus group participants stated that if different options were 
available, more individuals and companies would consider leasing suites or club seats in a 
renovated stadium. Similar lease tem1s are recommended for th~ sale of personal seat licensees. 

Based on information gathered from the telephone survey and focus group sessions, in addition 
to our previous experience with similar engagements, the list of amenities that should be 
considered for the premium seating programs by Texas Tech University has been developed. 
The following chart presents a summary of the reeommended amenities for private suite and club 
seat holders. 

Privale S..ilu ClubSuu 

ISeats per Suie 12 noc applicable 
rrx:1ce1s Not incblcd in annual lcue price Not inc:blcd in aMual lease price 

fnl rl;ht o( refusal for other events fnt ~ o( refusal for ocher cvcnlS 
.. cue Terms l, .S, 7, 10 )'Can ), .S, 7, 10 )'CllS 

IVI p p a.ru-. 3 or 4 per suic .I per 4 scalS leased 
nvale Restroom on p<Mtc concoursc on p<Mtc concourse 
rivalc Concourse )'CS )'CS 

rivale Faciliry Encrance }'CS )'CS 

!Private Cklb Membcnhip Option 10 purchase yes 
ICalercd Food Service )'CS yes • inc.Lb only 
IUpscd:: Food and 8C\1'ra~e Menu )'CS yes· in cub uc a only 
IFood and Bcvcni;c Cosis lneUdcd no no 
IWater/Waitrcss Service )'CS )'CS· in eklb loun~e area only 
IP rc.(Jarnc/Hal!Wnc Sta IS )'CS )'CS 

Ill ecr and wine a lawed )'CS )'CS 

ll'riorSy lo Purchase Olhcr Season 
Wickets for footbal games )'CS I )'CS 

IPriorSy lo Purchase Non-Pre!IWm 
lseat Tl::kcu lo Od>cr Evcnu )'CS )'Cl 

Target Markets and Marketing Issues 

To complement the results of the analyses performed as a part of this study, two additioIUil 
sections were provided outlining various issues including potential target markets and.marketing 
issues with respect to premium seating in a renovated Jones Stadium. The summary of target 
markets presents a listing of target market categories and the standard niches that have proven to 
be beneficial in the marketing of premiwn seating in other markets. Further, a number of 
marketing issues have been compiled that represent areas that could benefit the overall marketing 
process and strategies employed to lease new premium seating in the renovated stadium . 

Executive Summary 
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Based on specific research conducted with Lubbock corporations, generally the companies 
illustrating the greatest interest in various premium seating alternatives tested: were in the 
manufacturing and transportation industries. The company size tended to be between 100 to 250 
employees. Based on telephone surveys with existing season ticket holders, the results indicated 
that the majority of demand for premium seating alternatives was from individuals with an 
annual income greater than $65,000. The strongest interest 'by season ticket holder survey 
respondents was centered around the PSL. 

Financing ancJ Other Revenue Sources 

A surrunary of the sources of facility funding tbat have been used within the public assembly 
facility industry, with a specific focus on Division I collegiate stadiums was prepared. 

The total construction cost of a sample of recently-renovated and planned collegiate sports 
stadiums ranged from a high of approximately $96.0 million to a low of $6.1 million, with a 
facility average of approximately $44.9 million. Six of the seven facilities reviewed were totally 
funded by the private sector. The most often utilized source of financing was revenue bonds that 
were serviced by revenues generated from the sale of premium seating. Other methods used to a 
lesser extent to retire debt were student fees, ticket surcharges and private donations. In addition, 
information was also collected from recently-built or planned collegiate arenas and is presented 
in Chapter IX of this report. 
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VI. Analysis of Seating Concept Quantity and Price . 

This chapter presents an analysis of the pricing and quantity of the various se~ting concepts 
under consideration for a renovated Jones Stadium located on the campus of Texas Tech 
University. The telephone surveys of local Lubbock area corporations and University football 
season ticket holders were the two primary vehicles in the preliminary assessment of the overall 
market demand and pricing for potential seating concepts. To complement the findings of the 
surveys, other research methods were utilized Including the results of focus group sessions with 
existing University. donors, sponsors, and corporations purchasing suites and personal seat 
licenses in Ynited Spirit Arena a,s well as the analysis of comparable facilities. 

The analysis related to preliminary seating quantity and pricing presented m this chapter 
addresses the following potential seating concepts: 

• private suites To Ii. 

• club seating - -s (,.. 
• personal seat licenses /- fCu {' s ~ ~ 

Statistical Versus Judgmen_tal Sampling Methods 

In conducting market research, there are a nwnber of alternative methodologies that can be 
employed. One particular distinction is the use of statistical sampling versus judgmental 
sampling . • The advantage of statistical sampling is that estimates ·of probability within a ... 
confidence level can be inferred. In order for this to be accomplished, however, each population 
element must have a known, non-zero chance of being included in the sample, and the sampling 
process must be consistently applied. These are extremely difficult criteria for research· of this 
nature, as it would require drawing a random sample from the entire mar~et of prospects for · 
premiwn seating and personal seat licenses which would likely include companies and 
individuals located in Lubbock and throughout the state of Texas. Each individual and COQlpany 
within this sample would have to possess a known, positive chance of selection with responses 
obtained from each of these groups. Because of the impracticality of the criteria for developing a 
statistically valid sample for our purposes in this analysis, judgmental sampling is a more 
appropriate technique to obtain pre.liminary estimates of demand for the seating options tested . 

Analysis o/&ating Concept Quantity and Price 
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Judgmental sampling is often referred to as purposive sampling; the sample elements are 
hand-picked because it is expected that they can serve the research purpose. Most typically, the 
sample elements are selected because it is felt that they are representative of the population of 
interest. In this case, a sample of decision-makers from local Lubbock area corporations and 
branch locations with more than 25 employees or greater than $5 million in annu'al sales were 
surveyed. However, this did not constitute a random sampie approach. Consequently, the 
research conducted does not allow for development of a specific probability percentage, and 
requires certain adjustments to the raw data collected (particularly those used to consider 
potential prospects outside of the populations sw-veyed), as will be explained in subsequent 
sections of this chapter. The results do, however, provide a preliminary basis to analyze potential 
demand for the seating concepts. 

Methodology 

The telephone surveys of Lubbock corporations and TIU football season ticket holders were the 
primary vehicles for the research conducted. In order to develop preliminary demand estimates 
for each option tested, the survey results were tabulated and extrapolated to the respective 
population bases. Details surrounding the market demand extrapolation methodology are further 
explained in this section as well as in Appendix A found at the conclusion of this report. 

Following the telephone survey analysis, the results of other research and analysis conducted as 
components of the engagement were assessed to form recommendations on .the viability of each -. 
concept tested. Specifically, the results of the focus group sessions, the analysis related to 
comparable facilities, and applicable previous experience with similar proje.cts were utilized to 
further refine the extrapolated demand estimates. 

At the completion of each of these steps, a recommendation was developed on the overall 
viability of e1tch program and optimal quantities and pricing of ~ach concept tested. 

Market Demand Extrapolation 

Before conclusions could be developed, the telephone survey results :were adjusted to reflect 
certain factors that were not appropriately captured through the surveys. Our calculation of 
demand includes these adjustments. The calculations reflect certain assumptions as to buying 
decisions and patterns based on judgment. This judgment, in tum, is based on analysis of 
previous behavior in other markets on similar decisions. As such, it is important to recognize the 
limitations of this type of calculation and understand that the surveys are one of several 
techniques which should be used in the overall analysis of the various programs tested . 
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As a basis for the extrapolation of market demand, extrapolation factors were applied to positive 
responses (those indicating "definitely lease", "likely lease", and "possibly lease") to telephone 
survey questions regarding specific premium seat concepts and then extrapolated to the 
population base under consideration. These factors represent discount percentage§ and are based 
on previous experience with projects employing a similar me•hodology. Specifically, the highest 
factor under each scenario was applied to those "definitely lease" responses, while the smallest 
factor was applied to "possibly lease" responses. The adjustments reflect the fact that in reality, 
only a portion of those respondents stating an interest actually purchase season tickets or 
premium seating when asked to commit hard dollars. This is true with virtually any good or 
service being tested in this manner. 

Other Adjustments lo Extrapolated Demand 

A survey of the general population wa5 not performed as a part of this study and, as such, 
consideration of potential demand driven through non-season ticket holder individuals was 
necessary. Based on historical season ticket information obtained through the focus groups and 
past experience with similar engagements, estimates were added to extrapolated demand to 
account for general population demand. 

Additionally, the population base which is used for the extrapolation calculation does not 
generally reflect the actual area in which the TIU football program will ~easonably be able to 
market their premium seating and personal seat licenses. Due to the nature· of football events and 
the· historical draw of attendees from outside the Lubbock area, the marketing efforts are asswned 
to penetrate areas outside Lubbock such as Midland, Odessa, Amarillo, etc. Without applying 
this factor, the extrapolation would assume that the marketing message and efforts are ·not 
received outside the Lubbock marketplace. See Appendix A for detail's on the calculations and 
assumptionS. used to reflect additional anticipated demand f_rom individuals and corporations 
located outside Lubbock. 

Additional Factors that Will Influence Final Demand 

It should be noted that numerous factors will influence final demand for personal seat licenses 
and premium seating concepts in a renovated stadium. These factors are not measurable af this 
time and are beyond the scope of the research techniques employed in this study. As such, 
consideration of these factors will be necessary as you move closer to actually implementing a 
marketing plan. Although these influencing factors are numerous, several examples are listed 
below for edification. 
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• Individual experiences at the new United Spirit Arena as it relates to premium 
seating; 

• Other University capital campaigns (specifically in athletics); 

• Actual sales process and techniques employed; 

• Ability to maintain a perception of scarcity; 

• Amount of time elapsed from the collection of data relating to demand (i.e. , 
telephone surveys and focus groups, etc.) to the actual offering date. 

In addition, there will be other factors that will also influence final demand that will be entirely 
out of the control of the University: These include, but are not limited to: 

• Macro economic conditions in Texas and the local area; 

• Economic changes to individual companies or households who currently have 
an interest in one or more of the offerings; 

• Unforeseen competition for the entertainment dollar. 

For your internal purposes, it may be useful to conduct additional quanti.tative analyses utilizing 
alternate assumptions beyond those presented in this chapter. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the survey data used to extrapolate to the larger populations 
of each group reflect "true interest" data, rather than "initial interest" data. Preliminary demand 
has been extrapolated to various populations according to the type of seating concept desired. 
J?ased on survey results and past experience, each of these particular populations exhibit unique 
interest and purchasing characteristics. 

It should be ·noted that this analysis did not consider whether or not the willingness to participate 
in the programs tested was in addition to existing· giving levels to the University and the Red 
Raider Club. To the extent that this is simply a transfer from current giving to a different 
program, the University will not gain from the support. Consequently, we . suggest that the 
University perform some additional analysis of this data or perform additional testing to attempt 
to quantify this issue. ' 

In the paragraphs that follow, each of the seating concepts tested is introduced and an estimation 
of total extrapolated demand at each price point tested along with optimal quantity and pricing 
recommendations are presented. 
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Three annual price tiers ($35,000, $30,000, and $25,000) for potential private suites in a 
renovated Jones Stadium were tested for what was described as state-of-the-art private suites to 
be located on the west side of the stadium at the top of the general seating areas and below the • 
press level, offering an unobstructed view of the playing surface. Amenities may include 12 
seats per suite, movable glass walls in front of the seats, reserved close-in parking spaces, access 
to adjacently located private restrooms, wetbar, upscale food and beverage menu, and 
waiter/waitress service to the suite. It was further assumed that the suite price did NOT include 
tickets. 

It is important to note that respondents indicating an interest in leasing a private suite were asked 
their preference among two concepts under c:onsideration. One conc,.ept would be to have the 
suite completely enclosed with permanently fixed glass in front of the suites, while the other 
would be to have movable glass windows allowing.suite attendees the opportunity to create an 
open-air envirorunent. Based on the results of the survey, 88 and 95 percent of the random 
corporate and season ticket holders respondents preferred the movable glass windows, 
respectively. Due to the overwhelming high percentages interested in movable glass windows, 
the extrapolation of survey results shown below assume movable glass windows within the 
suites. 

The following tables present an estimation of total demand for private suites at each of the three 
annual price levels tested. 

Annual Estimated Estimated Regional Total Total Potential 

Suite Cost Corporate Season Ticket Demond Estimated Extended 

Net a/Tickets Demond (I) Dcmond(l) 05%(1) Dema~d Revenue ('l 

jg~,<XXJ II 14 I 26 $921,173 
$30,<XXJ 12 14 I 28 $829,191 
$25,<XXl 19 24 2 45 $1,130,930 

(I) ReOects cx1upola1ed demand from 125 lclcphone int erviewt co nduc:1ed ,.;1h Lubbock area corporal ions. . 

(2) ReOecls cxlupolaled demand from 125 lclephonc inlervicwt conduc:lcd ,.;1h exist ing TTU foo1ball season lickcl holders. 

(3) Repres.:nls an adjuslmenl made 10 cs1ima1ed demand lo consider polenlial demand rcsulling from companies and individuals localed 

ouuide or 1he Lubbock area popul11ion lested lhrouch 1he 1clephone survey. The adjuscmenl was bas.:d on 'a number of fac1o rs including hist0rical 

s.:ason tickel holder eomposilion, one-on-onc in1ervieM, and focus i;ro"" discussions. 

(•)Represents 101al po1en1ial annual revenue (excluding 1ickcts) g<ncrated from the kasc o( lhc privatc sui1es 11 each pricing level 

a.nd conesponding estimaled demand. Ficurcs do no11ccoW1I (or any polcnlial lost revenue resullinc from 1he devclopmcnl o( the scuinc allemuive. 

Nolc: F111h<t de1ail surroWlding t he n1r1pol11ion o( preliminary market demand i• prescnl cd in Appendix A 11 lhc conclusion of I his repon. 

Source: CSL tn1erna1ional. October 1991. 
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Based on the analysis of telephone survey results as well as data received througn other research 
methods, it is estimated that the average optimal annual private suite price approximates 
$27,500. At this price, it is estimated that approximately 34 suites will be demanded. Further, it 
is assumed that $27,500 represents an "average" annual suite price and that three or more suite 
pricing levels could be offered. For example, suites located between the 40 yard lines could be 
priced at $35,000, while suites located toward the endzones could be sold at $20,000. 

Of the 34 suites, one should be made available for lease on a per game basis. Based on 
information from comparable facilities, industry trends, and the recommended pricing structure 
for the other suites in the stadium, the per game fee could approximate $5,250 for a sixteen-seat 
suite, excluding tickets. However, if a per game suite is utilized, it is suggested that a tiered 
pricing system be implemented that would vary the "base cost" according to the quality of the 
team's opponent. A number of teams and facilities (both collegiate and professional) use this 
type of tiered pricing, typically comprising two to three different pricing levels (i .e., the per game 
suite lease price for "level A" opponents such as the University of Texas mi.ght be $5, 750, while 
the price for "level C" non-conference opponents might be $4,750). 

We would also suggest that if it is not too cost prohibitive, the University consider identifying 
space for the potential addition of suites in the future. As shown by recent industry trends, a 
number of schools have under-built their supply of suites and are required to renovate the 
building to add more suites. However, we feel the recommended quantity is such that while 
scarcity will exist, ·excessive demand beyond the recommendation is not anticipated in the near 
future. 

Assuming 34 suites are sold at an average price of $27,500, approximately-$935,000 per annum 
could be generated in scheduled receipts, excluding tickets. The recommendation of optimal 
pricing and related estimated demand was influenced by a number of factors in addition to the 
demand extrapolation of telephone survey results and included the following positive and 
negative factors: 

Positive Factors 

• Movable glass windows within the suites received the highest demand by 
survey respondents, and will allow suite holders to enjoy the noise of the 
crowd and feel part of the game. · 

• Following the completion of United Spirit Arena, many local companies and 
individuals will have experienced what private suites have to offer through 
upscale amenities and entertainment opportunities. This positive experience 
should assist in selling suites in Jones Stadium. 

• Generally, most focus group respondents felt the renovated stadium should 
include some level of private suites. There were also positive comments about 
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the perceived attractiveness to certain large Lubbock corporations in leasing a 
suite if available. . 

• Based on discussions with companies and individuals in communities outside 
of the Lubbock area such as Midland, Odessa, and Amarillo, most felt the 
support from regional businesses and individuals would be more likely with 
football relative to basketball due to the "event versus game" philosophy. 
Also, with only approximately six home footbaH games a year, obtaining 
regional support for football is typically easier when compared to basketball 
with sixteen home games (and many during the middle of the week). 

• For some individuals and companies traveling a fairly long distance to attend 
the game, the ability to access a ·suite prior to and following game for 
entertaining or socializing purposes would be beneficial. 

• Based on interviews conducted and since the draw for ITU football extends 
beyond Lubbock area corporations, a factor to reflect potential regional 
support was added to the extrapolation calculation. 

• The recently-renovated stadiums reviewed generally offer similar priced suites 
when compared to the optimal price recommended for the renovated Jones 
Stadium suites. 

• As local large and medium-sized corporations traditionally represent the 
primary market for private suites in sports facilities, both professional and 
collegiate, it will be necessary for a significant level of premium seating 
support to come from companies in the marketplace. The corporate base in 
Lubbock is generally consistent with the median of other Big 12 markets and 
communities with recently-renovated Division I football stadiums.· 

• Based on telephone survey results as well as comments noted during focus 
group sessions, there appears to be a strong interest in sharing a suite with one 
or more companies. Specifically, 54 of 250 survey respondents indicated a 
positive interest to suite sharing at the pricing level tested (three. ~ompanies ' 
sharing one suite at $12,000 per company). Further, 17, of 54 interested 
respondents exhibited a higher degree of interest in leasing a suite when , 
offered the opportunity of suite sharing when compared to non-shared suites. 

• As most suites around the country tend to be shared with one or more 
companies and based on the recommended average lease price of $27,500, a 
premium per company ranging from $9,000 to $14,000 per company typically 
falls within a number of companies' entertainment budgets and is generally 
not considered cost prohibitive. 
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• Based on telephone survey results and focus group discussions, providing 
alternative lease tenns such as three, five, or seven years for suites in the 
stadium would be more attractive relative to the ten-year lease commitm~nts 
sold in the arena. 

Negative Factors 

• Due to the greater level of investment required for private suites relative to 
other types of seating, lower extrapolation factors were applied to telephone 
survey responses in order to estimate preliminary market demand (see 
Appendix A for further detail). 

• Relative to other similar studies perfonned by CSL, the results of this 
telephone survey indicated less positive interest in private suites. 

• Only two respondents out of 250 surveyed indicated "definitely lease" when 
asked their interest in purchasing a suite (non-suite sharing question). 

• Some negative focus group comments were noted that related to the potential 
to procure a substantial level of local Lubbock area corporate support for 
private suites in the renovated stadium due to their recent support . of the 
United Spirit Arena, economic conditions in Lubbock, other capital campaign 
drives, and the Red Raider Club's fundraising efforts. 

• Local corporations and individuals strongly believed that regional support will 
be key to successfully selling a 30 to 40-suite inventory in the renovated Jones 
Stadium. 

• Annual suite prices in the United Spirit Arena for . men's and women's 
basketball ranges from $20,000 to $30,000 per year, excluding tickets. Many 
focus group participants noted that the arena provides suite holders with a lot 
more TI1J athletic events relative to Jones Stadium. As a .result, many 
thought the pricing at the stadium should be more reflective of the number of 
football games relative to basketball. 

• According to interviews with local companies and other area representatives, 
the local economy is currently not as strong as in the past and large capital 
projects such as this may be difficult at t&is time. 

• Additionally, it was noted in our research that some prospects view these 
suites as less valuable because suites in the stadium provide less access to 
other events such as concerts, family shows, etc. 
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In addition to private suites, a glass-enclosed 500 to 750-seat club lounge area located directly 
below the suite level on an exclusive concourse was tested at three annual prices ($2,000, $1,500, 
and $1,000) per seat, excluding tickets. The concept was described as a club lounge area which 
would offer a view of the field , food and beverage service, and include several rows of 
theater-style seating at the front of the lounge for individual purchase. Survey respondents were 
told that the club lounge and seating area would essentially function as one large suite. Other 
club seat amenities could include wider/padded scats, reserved close-in parking spaces, drink 
holders, and waiter/waitress service to the seat. 

The following table presents an estimation of total demand for club seats at each of the three 
price levels tested based primarily on telephone ~urvey results. 

<.itmuat 
Ann11al Estimated Estimated Pop11lation Total Total Potential 

Seat Cost Corpora It Season Ticket Dt!mand Estimaied Extended 
Net a/Tickets Demand(/) Dt!mand(1) 20%(3) Demand Rtven11c (4l 

$2,<XXI 169 202 74 445 S889,473 
Sl,SOO 208 293 100 601 S901 ,SS8 
Sl,<XXI 363 (i()S 194 1,161 St,161,083 

(I) Reflects txlrapolatcd demand from llS lclcphonc in tcrvicwi conducted y,ith Lubbock aru corporations. 

(2) RcOccls extrapolated demand from llS lclephonc inlcrvicW> conducted .,;th exist ing TTU (001ball 1uson tickc1 holders. 

(3) Represents an adjustment made 10 estimated demand lo consider polcnlial demand resulting from comp1nies and indivi~uals localed 

outside of the Lubbock area popula1lon t ested tbro"Gh the telephone survey. The adj11S1mcn1 W>S bucd on a ni.nbcr off1c1ors including historical 

season t icket holder composition, onc·on·onc intcrvicwi, and focus u.o~ discussions. The (actor addi1ion1lly represents an adjustmcnl 

made 10 consider po lcntial general population demand from non- season lickcl holders primarily t.scd on past experience. 

(4) Represents tolal polenlial annual revenue (<xclucling tickets) gcncraled from the lease oflhc club scaling 11 uch pricing level 

and corresponding u1ima1cd demand. Figures do n ot a cco1a11 for any potcn1ial los1 revenue rcsull in& from the clcvclopmcnl o( the JCating alternative. 

Note: furl her detail nrro1a1cling the uuapola1ion of preliminary mark cl demand is pre sented in Appendix A at the conclusion o( this report . 

So .. cc: CSL ln1crna1 ion1I, October 1991. 

Based on the analysis of telephone survey results as well as data received through other research 
methods, it is estimated that 750 club seats could be located on the stadium's west side on an 
exclusive concourse, below the upper suite level. See Chapter VII for th~ specific recommended 
amenity package for club seat holders in addition to suites. · 
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Based on demand, the optimal club seat price approximates $1,250 annually, excluding tickets. 
Assuming 750 club seats, approximately $938,000 in scheduled annual gross receipts could be 
generated, excluding tickets with this structure. The recommendation of optimal . pricing and 
related estimated demand was influenced by a number of factors, including the demand 
extrapolation of telephone survey results and the following positive and negative considerations: 

Positive Factors: 

• Focus group participants overwhelmingly supported the club seat concept. 
When discussing the concept, the majority of participants speculated that 
demand would be such that the club lounge should offer more than 500 seats. 

• The large relative increase in demand· noted between the mid-price point of 
$1,500 versus $1,000 per club seat. 

• The telephone survey indicated that lower priced traditional club seats located 
on a private concourse could be an attractive option for many individuals and 
corporations. 

• Individuals and corporations located outside Lubbock generally reacted 
positively to the club seat concept. Most thought club seats created an "in 
between,, option (between suites and personal seat licenses). 

• Industry trends are indicating wide levels of support around the .. country for 
concepts similar to the proposed club seats at Jones Stadium. 

• Strong interest in potential club seats was indicated through the telephone 
surveys and focus groups session5, particularly with current University 
football ticket holders. 

• The recommended club seat pricing is similar to other Big 12 schools and 
other university programs with recently-renovated stadiums. 

• Tue corporate base in Lubbock is generally consistent with the ·median of 
other Big 12 markets and communities with recently-reno'v,ated Division I 
football stadiums. 

• Club-type seating has become a prominent part of the premium seating 
program offered at professional sports facilities. This trend has recently 
become more prevalent in the planning and development stages of university 
arenas and stadiums as well, although its impact upon existing giving levels to 
the Red Raider Club and seat option programs must be comidered. 
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• Focus group participants who had experienced club seating in other venues 
across the country showed a higher level of interest in the concept based on 
their positive experiences. 

• Since club seats tend to be commonly purchased by households in addition to 
corporations, the demographics of the household community in Lubbock is 
important to consider. Based on the demographic analysis, Lubbock ra1iked 
above the average in retail sales per household when compared to other Big 12 
markets and communities with recently-renovated Division I stadiums. This · 
indicates that Lubbock households on average spend more of their 
discretionary income on retail items. This factor is often an indication of an 
area's spending habits and is considered applicable to club seat purchases as 
well. · 

Negative Factors: 

• Due to the market's lack of knowledge and experience with the benefits of 
modem club seating, an aggressive marketing campaign and sales approach 
will be required to educate prospects on the benefits and advantages of being a 
club seat holder. We would suggest using testimonials as part of the sales 
campaign from individuals with prior positive experiences with club seats in 
other stadiums around the country. 

• Incorporating more than 750 seats in a club lounge area could cause a number 
of problems including: 

+ encroaching on the space dedicated to suites on both sides of the club 
lounge area, extending toward the endzones, 

+ intimacy decreases as the size of the lounge increases, 

+ the description provided to survey respondents described the area as a 
500 to 750-seat lounge; 

' 
+ larger offerings of club seats will result in a lower per seat pricing aJ1d 

potentially increase the chances of cannibalizing revenue from seat 
options which are currently $100 per seat, and 

+ limiting the number of club seats creates a greater sense of exclusivity . 
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• Although not currently offering a club atmosphere as proposed in the 
renovation, focus group participants noted that the pricing for approximately 
135 box seats on the existing press box level at Jones Stadium is currently 
$500 per seat, excluding tickets. Most felt that possibly doubling the price in 
exchange for more modern amenities would be reasonable, or providing more 
club scats at a lower price would receive better support relative to ·a smaller 
quantity at a higher price. 

• Based on demographic comparisons, the Lubbock market ranks below average 
in areas such as population, number of households, disposable income per 
household, and the percentage of households with disposable income 
exceeding $50,000. These factors arc important since a large percentage of 
club seat sales arc supported by non-corporate individuals located in the local 
community. 

• In Lubbock, the percentage of households with discretionary income 
exceeding $50,000 approximated 24 percent compared to 29 percent in other 
Big 12 markets and conununities with recently-renovated collegiate stadiums. 

• The Lubbock community has recently supported the development of a new 
basketball arena through private donations, sponsorships and premium seat 
purchases. The renovation of Jones Stadium will require similar support to 
assist in its financing, and a number of the potential candidates for purchasing 
premium seating in the stadium are the same individuals and companies that 
funded a portion of the arena project. 

It is important to note that demand for club seats will likely comprise a significant number of 
existing purchasers of seat options and Red Raider Club members, specifically those contributing 
more than $1,000 per year. Consideration needs to be given to the potential impact on the ... 
existing giving levels for athletic scholarships and department operations. In addition, it will be 
important for the University to consider various issues related to the implementation of a 
program similar to the point system planned for the United Spirit Arena . 
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Of the three concepts tested (private suites, club seats, and personal seat licenses), this is the only 
concept that currently exis.ts at Jones Stadium. Personal seat li censes (PSL) are similar to the 
existing seat option program that has been in place at Jones Stadium for many years. The 
existing seat options are primarily located mid-field on the west side of the stadium in seating • 
sections 4, 5, 6, l 04, I 05, and l 06. With the exception of tbe approximate 135 box seats which 
are sold for $500 per year, the annual seat option fee is $10,0 per seat, excluding tickets and has 
not increased in over five years. The option provides no other amenities except the right to 
maintain a particular seat in a premier viewing area within the stadium for each year the option is 
purchased. Seat options are all sold as annual· commitments since there is not a multi-year policy 
currently in place. 

Due to the existing structure of the program, a season ticket holder is not necessarily required to 
pay the seat option fee in the designated seat option sections of the stadium. Instead, the 
program is structured so that if a seat is not sold as a seat option, the seat is eventually released 
for sale and someone can then pay only the price of a season ticket, yet be in the seat option 
section. Conunents were obtained during the focus group sessions regarding this issue. Group 
participants stated that people will often wait for their seat to be released in order to avoid paying 
the option fee. Again, the benefit of paying the option fee is the assurance of knowing you will 
not lose your seat or seats. Focus group attendees also felt the majority of people who were not 
cm:rently paying the option fee but have premier seats in the seat option sections of Jones 
Stadium would most likely pay a fee if it were required. 

In order to test the potential demand for personal seat licenses in a renovated Jones Stadium, 
three pncing levels for two different PSL concepts were tested. Concept one was described to 
interviewees as being similar to the existing seat option program available at Jones Stadium. The 
seats would be located mid-field with a premier view of the game. ~he seats would be sold as 
seat licenses where the purchaser will acquire the guaranteed right to purchase season tickets for 
a particular seat for a mult-year period and can be paid either annually or all upfront. After 
purchasing the PSL, the seat holder must purchase season tickets to Red Raider football games 
for each year of the commitment or the seat is released for sale. Concept one PSLs will provide 
no other amenities beyond those just stated. Annual fees for concept one were tested at $300, 
$200, and $100 per seat. 

Concept two was termed premium PSLs and described as being similar to concept one but.under 
this scenario, the seats are wider and more comfortable than those currently available at Jones 
Stadium. Annual fees for concept two PSLs were tested at $400, $300, and $200 per seat. 
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The two concepts were examined in order to determine whether an increase in demand for PSLs 
would occur if certain amenities were offered as part of a premium PSL versus the. base program 
which is fairly similar to the one currently in place. Also, the concepts were tested .to determine 
whether a higher annual fee could be charged for the PSL in exchange for providing amenities 
such as more comfortable seats. 

" The following table presents an estimation of total demand for base and premium PSLs m a 
renovated stadium at each of the three price levels tested. ' 

venerat 
Annual Estimated Estimated Population Total Total Potential 

Sea/Cost Corporate Season Ticket · Demand Estimated Extended 
Net ofTickets Demand {I) Demand(2) 20%(3) Demand Revenue (4) 

Conce111 One - Base PSLs 

$300 715 1,687 480 2,882 $864,579 
$200 999 2,443 688 4,130 $825,973 
$100 1,434 4,023 1,092 6,549 $654,902 

Conce11t Two - Premium PSLs 

$400 418 1,062 296 1,776 $710,501 
$300 552 1,744 459 2,756 $826,686 
$200 854 2,832 737 4,424 $884,705 

(I) Reflects extrapolated demand from 12.S telephone intervicM conducted with Lubbock area corporations. 

(2) Rcfiecll extrapolated demand from 12.S telephone interviews conducted with ex~ing TTU foot boll season ticket holders. 

(3) Represents an adjustment made to estimated demand to consider potential demand resulting from companies and individuals located 

olllsiclc of tbc Lubbock area population tested throuch the telephone wrvcy. Tbe adjustment 'MS bt.sed on a number offictors including historical 

season ticket holder composition, one-on-one interviews, and focus group discussions. The factor aclclitionally represents an adjustment 

made to consider potential general population demand from non-scaso11 ticket holders primarily based on past experience. 

( 4) Represents total potential annlal revenue {cxcludillg tickets) gc11cntcd from the lease of seat licenses at each pricing level 

and corresponding estiauted demand. Figures do not &~count for any pote11ti&l lost revenue resulting from the development of the seating alternative. 

Note: Further detail MTo..,ding the extrapolation of prclimlnuy mutct demand is presented in Appendix A at the conclusion of this report. 

Sourc~ CSL International, October 1991. 

As shown in the table, at a consistent price of $200 per seat for comparison purposes, the results 
indicated that the demand for PSLs does not greatly increase with the incorporation of certain 
amenities. We do not recommend incorporating premium PSLs under concept two. Instead, we 
suggest the focus of a PSL program be on concept one. The additionar revenue potential ~om 
concept two at its best would not likely provide enough revenue to support the construction <!.,f 
widening the seats in the PSL section in addition to the loss of physical seats in a prime seating 
section within the stadium. 
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Based on the analysis of the telephone survey results as well as data received through oth~r 
research methods including assumptions relative to seating configuration ·and quantity, it is 
estimated that the optimal average quantity and pricing related to the base program PSLs 
(concept one) approximate 4,300 seats at an average of approximately $200 per seat per year. 
This suggested pricing represents an "average" price per seat, as it is assumed that the most 
desirable seats located near the field and closest to the 50-yard line wi II be priced higher than less· 
desirable seats located closer to the top of the stadium and n~ar the 20-yard lines. 

We also suggest that the license fee become mandatory in the designated PSL area. 
Additionally, based on research conducted, we suggest the University offer various lease terms. 
The longer the lease, the more favorable the pricing structure would be. Survey results indicated 
that one to five-year leases were most desired, Additionally, focus group participants stated that 
the I 0-year PSLs sold in the United Spirit Arena were too long and prohibited some people from 
purchasing PSLs. However, the participants speculated that if choices in lease terms were 
available, more PSLs cou~d be sold since the purchase decision and process varies by person and 
company. 

Assuming 4,300 PSLs at an average annual fee of $200, approximately $860,000 in scheduled 
annual revenue, excluding tickets could be generated. The recommendation of optimal pricing 
and related estimated demand was influenced by a number of factors in addition to the demand 
extrapolation of telephone survey results and included the following positive and negative 
factors: 

Positive Factors: 

• Due to the minimal level of investment required for personal seat licenses 
relative to private suites and club seats, higher extrapolation factors were 

·.applied to telephone survey responses in order to estimate preliminary market 
demand (see Appendix A for further detail). · 

• Despite inflation and rising departmental costs, the University has not 
increased the annual seat option fee in over five years. 

' 
• With the upgrading of concession and restrooms areas available on the main 

concourse of the stadium, increasing the price of PSLs (seat options) is ... 
typically more justifiable than price increases with no corresponding changes 
in value. 

• Strong historical support and knowledge of seat options at Jones Stadium 
exists. 
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• Success of the PSL program in the United Spirit Arena is representative of the 
community's ability to pay a license fee for the right to purchase season 
tickets in premier seating areas. 

• Survey results indicated a strong positive interest in purchasing personal seat 
licenses in a renovated stadium. 

·' 

• Under the existing PSL program, approximately 6,000 seat options are sold, 
totaling almost $600,000 per year in revenue. 

• The corporate base in Lubbock is generally consistent with the median of 
other Big 12 markets and communities with recently-renovated Division I 
football stadiums. 

• Based on interviews conducted and historical information, regional support 
for purchasing personal seat licenses is expected to be moderate to strong. 

• The majority of other university football programs restrict the best seats in the 
stadium to those individuals and corporations contributing large sums of 
money to their particular donor program or scholarship fund. More often than 
not, a school will have various contribution requirements, depending on the 
quality of the seat location, with the most desirable seat sometimes costing as 
much as $1,000 per year in contributions, excluding tickets. This would 
indicate that the pricing of PSLs located in premier viewing areas within Jones 
Stadium are low relative to other schools. 

• Changes in pricing or policy in conjunction with major physical 
improvements to the stadium which provide a more user friendly building are 
typically more acceptable. 

• t>roviding amenities for PSL purchasers is not recommended as it is likely to 
diminish the value of the club seat program and its associated amenities. 

Negative Factors: 

• With the introduction of new premium seating concepts such as suites and club seat~. 
a number of existing seat option holders, especially box seat holders, will most likely 
decide to purchase one ofthese new options and no longer buy a seat option. 

• The revenue potential estimates do not account for the potential negative impact on 
the Red Raider Club, or conversely the potential impact that .a capital campaign could 
have on PSL sales. 
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• Large increases in seat option prices may be accepted by individuals and corporation 
for fear of losing their seats. However, these same purchasers may not contribute 
funds to the Red Raider Club or decrease their annual giving levels. 

• If a PSL becomes mandatory, this will be a policy change that will inevitability 
receive some negative feedback. 

• In Lubbock, the percentage of households with discretionary in~ome 
exceeding $50,000 approximated 24 percent compared to 29 percent in other 
Big 12 markets and communities with recently-renovated collegiate stadiums. · 

• The Lubbock community has recently supported the development of a new 
basketball arena through private donations, sponsorships and premium seat 
purchases. The renovation of Jones Stadium will require similar support to 
assist in its financing, and a number of the potential candidates for purchasing 
premium seating in the stadium are the same individuals and companies that 
funded part of the arena project. 

• Based on demographic comparisons, the Lubbock market ranks below average 
in areas such as population, number of households, disposable income per 
household, and the percentage of households with disposable income 
exceeding $50,000. These factors are important since a large percentage of 
PSL sales are supported by non-corporate individuals located in the local 
community. 
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Preliminary recommendations were presented in this chapter with respect to the primary seating 
concepts tested during this study for a renovated Jones Stadium. The following table presents a· 
summary of the recommendations developed as part of the apalysis presented herein. 

Number of 
Suites/Seats 

Prhnte Suites 
34 

Club Seats 
750 

Se:tt Licenses 
4,300 

TOTA 

1111110 

Price Per 
Suite/Seat 

$27,500 

$1,250 

$200 

nn11a 
Revenue Excluding 

Ticket Costs (I) 

$935,000 

$937,500 

$860,000 

$2,732,500 

(I) Figures reflect gross prcmiwn seating costs and il)clude assumed amenities such as parking 
passes, \vaiter/waitercss service, and club memberships. No an1enities are assumed for seat licenses. 

Source: CSL International analysis, October 1998. 

As shown in the table, given the optimal quantity and recommendations for premium seating for 
the renovated stadium as presented herein, annual scheduled receipts are estimated at 
approximately $2.7 million, excluding estimated ticket revenue. It is, important to note that the 
estimated figures related to annual scheduled receipts do not include ticket revenue res~lting 
from the sale of other types of seats not tested as a part of this analysis such as season tickets, 
general admission tickets, and student admission tickets . 
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SUITE AND CLUB SEAT PRICING ASSUMPTIONS 

SUITES 

NUMBER 
OF ANNUAL 

YARD LINES SUITES PRICE EXTENSION 

40 -40 4· COMP 
20-40 10 30,000 300,000 
0 -20 10 27,500 275,000 
END ZONE 10 · 25,000 250,000 

TOTAL 34 825,000 

AVERAGE 27,500 

(1) SUITES WILL BE LEASED FOR 3, 5, AND 7 YEAR TERMS. 

CLUB SEATS 

NUMBER 
OF ANNUAL 

AREA SEATS PRICE EXTENSION 

BEHIND GLASS 750 1,250 937,500 
45 - 45 YARD LINE 400 750 300,000 
40 - 45 YARD-J-INE 400 600 240,000 
30 - 40 YARD LINE 850 400 340,000 

TOTAL 2,400 1,817,500 

AVERAGE 757 

(1) CLUB SEATS WILL BE SOLO FOR 3, 5, AND 7 YEAR TERMS. 

3 
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